Section I: Basic Military Training
Q: Will I still be able to see my Airman graduate Basic Military Training?
A: Only by tuning into livestream of the graduation ceremony on the 37th Training Wing
Facebook page [https://www.facebook.com/37thTrainingWing/]. For now, Basic Military
Training [BMT] graduations will be closed to any visitors. We took our time at making the
decision and we do realize that this is a hardship for a lot of people and we're trying to make this
period it as smooth as possible. As a part of Military City USA, we bring people from all over
the world, and we send them to many other places in the world. Closing BMT graduations and
cancelling large gatherings is an action to protect the on- and off-base community.
Q. Can local military attend any of the BMT graduation events?
A. It's going to be closed to everyone except the trainees at this time, although Basic military
training graduation events will be livestreamed via the 37th Training Wing’s Facebook page
every Friday beginning March 13 at 9 a.m. at https://www.facebook.com/37thTrainingWing/.
Q. How long will BMT graduations be closed to the public?
A. Right now, we just can't make that call of when it's going to end. We'll be watching just as
everyone else is and getting the best advice that we can. We will make decisions based on
recommendations of our senior leaders. Right now, this is the right thing to do for this
environment here at Joint Base San Antonio, to protect all the people on the installation that live
and work here, and those that are going to go on to graduate this weekend.
Q. Typically, after graduation, trainees who've graduated have the opportunity to spend
time with their families and go off base. Will new Airmen have liberty after they graduate?
A: After graduation, the trainees will go back to the dormitory squadrons as a measure to try to
lessen the blow in regards to them not being able to interact with their loved ones, we will allow
them to have their phones so they can call and talk with their loved ones. Which is one of the
measures that we normally do not do. However, considering the circumstances in the situation
that we are making those amends, so that they can at least have phone contact with their loved
ones.
Q: Why didn't we just limit the number of BMT graduation guests?
A. It comes down to threat a transmission. One of the things about this virus is that a large
percentage somewhat, maybe a little more than 50 percent may have few or very minimal
symptoms. Some may have no symptoms at all. So, even with appropriate screening, people may
actually inadvertently have the disease or not knowingly have the disease, and potentially expose
others. So, again, out of an abundance of caution we thought, because there's active transmission
in many areas of the United States where families come from, the prudent thing was to reduce

mass gatherings. Because of the mission here and the close proximity of the trainees, we thought
it was important to add that aspect of a preventive measure for the mission, and the community
we all live in.
Q: Do trainees go near the quarantined area?
A. Our trainees are never even close to being near the individuals that are in quarantined. The
quarantine area is completely separate from the BMT training environment and no one ever is
allowed to go around in those restricted areas. There is a fence that surrounds the quarantine area
as well.
Q: Will technical training graduations be cancelled or will families be allowed to come to
those installations to see Airmen?
A: Right now it’s still in those decision spaces that are still being worked within their education
and training command. This is definitely a fluid environment in terms of where we are and this is
the decision that we've made. For now, this is the near term decision--to cancel mass gatherings,
and we'll continue to look and see when we can move forward and allow our graduation
ceremonies to reconvene. At this moment, this is the most prudent action that we were able to
take based on the evidence that we have.

